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ABSTRACT
The large size of the Web makes it infeasible for many
institutions to collect, store and process archives of the
entire Web. Instead, many institutions focus on creating
archives of specific subsets of the Web. These subsets may
be based around specific topics or events. Our iCrawl
system provides a focused crawler that is able to
automatically collect Web pages relevant to a topic based
on content similarity. Recently, the archiving of Social
Media platforms like Twitter has become relevant. Our
system can conduct integrated crawls that collect Web
pages and Social Media posts concurrently. During such a
crawl newly discovered URLs are exchanged between the
crawling subsystems. We built the system with the goal to
enable domain experts to create archives for their topics of
interest. Therefore the system is highly automated and
provides support for specifying and conducting crawls. We
will demonstrate an easy to use interface for crawl
specification that allows users to find seed URLs as well as
descriptive keywords using Web and Social Media search
APIs. The iCrawl system is available as Open Source
software.

URLs discovered in this process are shared between the
subsystems so that Web URLs can be crawled shortly after
they are posted on Twitter [2].
Our system is designed to make it easy for domain experts
to specify and conduct crawls. In particular, we have
developed and will demonstrate an easy to use interface for
interactive crawl specifications [1]. The user can use search
terms to find relevant seed URLs through Web and Twitter
search APIs. Search result Web pages are analyzed using
Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods to detect
keywords that on the one hand help the user better
understand the content of the pages, but on the other hand
can also be used as descriptive keywords to help focus the
crawl.
The iCrawl system is available as Open Source Software1.
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PROBLEM
The large size of the Web makes it infeasible for many
institutions to collect, store and process archives of the
entire Web. Therefore many institutions have abandoned
“collect all”-approaches [3] and target focused collections.
These may be based around organizational responsibilities
(e.g., to collect all Web documents for a given country) or
around relevant events or topics. Typically these collections
are created based on manual selections of relevant Web
hosts. It is however also possible to conduct focused Web
crawls that collect relevant Web pages using the similarity
of the page content to a given crawl specification. We
implemented this approach because it gives us a more userfriendly way to create the archives.
In recent years the relevance of Social Media platforms has
been recognized [2]. These platforms give us a way to
discover relevant and up-to-date content and URLs about a
given topic [2]. The ephemeral nature especially of tweets
makes a deep integration of Web and Social Media
crawling necessary, as we otherwise increase the chance of
missing relevant content. We implemented an integrated
crawler that runs Web and Social Media crawls in parallel.
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